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CAM public sale ->Welcome to
Camino Network
The L1 blockchain designed for the travel industry and fueled with CAM token.
About the ecosystem Whitepaper
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Explore all 170+ partners
CAM Public Sale live
CAM is the native token of Camino Network and plays an important role in driving the seamless operation and growth of the global web3 travel ecosystem.
CAM public sale ->
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Web3 infrastructure for the travel industry
 P2P connectivity
 Data standards
 Multisignature wallets
 Smart contracts
 AI infrastructure
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Get started
Discover Camino Network's token economy, technology, features, and strategic roadmap, along with its potential impact and benefits.
Read the Whitepaper


Join the network
Become a validator of the network
Learn more[image: ]

Build applications
Read the documentation and start building
Visit Docs[image: ]

Receive a grant
Apply for a grant from the Camino Network Foundation
Learn more[image: ]

Search for bugs
Find vulnerabilities in code and get rewards
Start hunting[image: ]






[image: Jens Bischof]“Camino, as the first blockchain platform for travel, offers vast possibilities to enhance processes...”
Jens Bischof CEO Eurowings
 Read more

"Blockchains have enormous potential to materially change our business model by making transactions along the value chain more secure, efficient and traceable. Camino, as the first blockchain platform for travel, offers vast possibilities to enhance processes, products and services in the travel industry. Eurowings will be one of the first movers, currently exploring first use cases in inflight shopping, customer loyalty, digital marketing and sales together with our partners Chain4Travel and Peakwork."
[image: Jens Bischof]Jens Bischof
CEO Eurowings







[image: Sebastian Ebel]“Similar to the internet in the 1990s, Blockchain could become a game changing technology in travel.”
Sebastian Ebel CEO TUI Group
 Read more

"Similar to the internet in the 1990s, Blockchain could become a game changing technology in travel. Chain4Travel is well positioned to actively drive this change and is one of the most advanced innovation companies in this field."
[image: Sebastian Ebel]Sebastian Ebel
CEO TUI Group







[image: Peter Stilwell]“The Camino Network will revolutionize the global travel industry by empowering both travel businesses...”
Peter Stilwell Head of Business Development EMEA Coinbase
 Read more

"The Camino Network will revolutionize the global travel industry by empowering both travel businesses and travelers with the full potential of web3 technologies. This approach could also bring significant additional interest to the overall web3 space, as it demonstrates new, real-world use cases that go beyond financial services."
[image: Peter Stilwell]Peter Stilwell
Head of Business Development EMEA Coinbase










One connector for all travel products — one credential for all product suppliers
Camino Messenger transforms B2B travel distribution with its efficient, fast, and cost-effective platform, enabling personalized offers at scale.
Request a demo Watch the video
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Your business, your network, shared growth
Camino Network is a distributed ledger, where consortium members navigate future developments, secure the network and support each other.
Join the consortium


Build for the next generation of travelers
Camino Network provides digital technologies and a collaborative environment for travel companies to explore new markets and build innovative products with web3 tools.
Developers
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Recent articles
[image: ]Camino Messenger Explained
February 19, 2024
Setting the global standard in travel data management and distribution


[image: ]Dev Weekend Munich — the web3 travel hackathon
February 06, 2024
The first web3 travel hackathon in Munich brought over 40 travel tech enthusiasts and professionals under one roof of FTI HQ. Participants could learn, build, and deploy new concepts on Camino Network.


[image: ]2023 Recap: milestones achieved and new horizons ahead
January 30, 2024
2023 has been an exciting year for Camino Network. The first layer one blockchain tailored for the needs of the travel industry was successfully launched.




An ecosystem for all
Camino Network is an inclusive ecosystem open to all. Learn, innovate, and build to enhance travel technologies for all.
Join the community

Camino Network Camino is the travel industry blockchain. Fueled by the Camino token, it is offering a versatile network to expand current business models and to create new touristic products to delight travelers and business partners.
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